My Leviton App Guide

Create a Residence

1. Name the home
   - Name Your Residence
   - My Smart Home
   - Get My Location
   - I'll Enter My Zip Code
   - Continue

2. Enable location
   - Enable Location Services?

3. Select Device Type and follow prompts.
   - Device Type Selection
   - Fan/Switch/Dimmer
   - Voice Dimmer
   - Load Center
   - Plugin
   - 4 Button Controller
   - Receptacle

Adding a Device
Adding an Activity

1. **New Activity**
   - Give your Activity a name that describes its primary function, i.e. “Goodnight” or “All Lights Off.”

   

2. **Add Room**
   - Select the rooms to add & set their state.

   - AVAILABLE ROOMS
     - Outdoor
     - Master Bedroom
     - Living Room
     - Workshop
     - Kitchen

   - Add Device to Activity
   - Add Room to Activity
   - Save

3. **Setup Activity**
   - Would you like to add another Device or Room to this Activity? You can add or remove devices and rooms to this activity later if you choose.

   - Add Device to Activity
   - Add Room to Activity

   - If you’ve done adding rooms and devices, tap “Save & Complete” below.

   - Save & Complete

4. **Activity Management**
   - Manage activities such as “All Lights Off,” “All Lights On,” and “Game Night.”

   - my.leviton.com
Adding a Schedule

1. Create a New Schedule
   - This wizard will guide you through the process. Follow along to get started, or if you prefer, skip this step and create one from the Schedule screen.
   - 

2. New Schedule
   - Give your Schedule a name that describes its primary function, e.g., “Goodnight” or “All Lights Off.”
   - Goodnight
   - Add devices to your Schedule from the list below.
   - AVAILABLE DEVICES
     - Hanging Lamp
     - Lantern
     - Table Lamp
     - Bedroom Chandelier
     - Dimmer
     - Entry Table Lamp
     - Terrarium Lamp
     - Patio

3. New Schedule
   - Choose whether the selected device(s) will be on or off when the schedule runs.
   - 
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Adding a Schedule

4. Set start time - 11:30 PM
   - Select a Time
   - Run at Sunrise
   - Run at Sunset

5. Set end time
   - Repeat
     - Sunday
     - Monday
     - Tuesday
     - Wednesday
     - Thursday
     - Friday
     - Saturday

6. Save schedule
   - Goodnight
     - 11:30 PM
   - Sunrise
   - Sunset
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Advanced Dimmer Settings

To access the advanced Dimmer controls, expand the dimmer card in the UI and tap 'Device Setup & Configuration'.

Advanced Dimmer controls allow granular control.

* Bulb Type
* Fade Rate
* LED Behavior
* Preset Levels